Dodge Transmissions for Pickups Now Discounted Online at
RebuiltTransmissionsforSale.com
Dodge transmissions for pickups are now discounted online courtesy of the
RebuiltTransmissionsforSale.com website. This company now has special pricing for its Dodge
lineup of gearboxes that are in stock to help reduce the price of replacing these units in
pickups.
Seattle, Washington (PRWEB) January 03, 2013 -- The RebuiltTransmissionsforSale.com company has made
new updates to its inventory online. The newest update is the inclusion of Dodge transmissions for the pickup
series. More information can be found at
http://www.rebuilttransmissionsforsale.com/dodge-transmissions/dodge-rebuilt-transmissions-sale.
These reconditioned gearboxes are designed to fit the Dakota and other brands in the Dodge lineup. These units
are now sold for a special price to truck owners or companies that purchase to make replacements or sales to
third parties.
Chrysler invests heavily into its Dodge brand to ensure that the vehicles can compete with rivals Ford and
Chevrolet. From the engine development to other internal parts, the manufacturing that is put into this brand has
helped secure consumer confidence in all vehicles that are produced.
The rebuilt units that are now in stock are designed to fit into the truck and SUV series. These units are
disassembled and assembled by hand during the rebuilding phase.
One of the expenses that automobile owners can have during ownership of a vehicle is repair or replacement of
the transmission. Unlike the engine and other components, no alarms or signals are offered for a transmissions
that is slipping or not functioning properly. A diagnosis by a trained mechanic is usually how vehicle owners
find out that a problem exists.
Preowned vehicle owners that use pickup trucks with high mileage now have a way to reduce the cost of a
replacement. The new in stock inventory at the RebuiltTransmissionsforSale.com company comes complete
with a full warranty.
To go with the new additions to the company inventory, a brand new search system has been enabled on the
company website. This search system allows searching by category to help buyers to select an appropriate
transmission. When a match is located, the installed quotation system can help generate an accurate price. This
method was added to the website to provide a secondary option aside from telephone quotations. This quote
system can be accessed before, during and after business hours have ended.
Apart from the Dodge additions to the company inventory, both Ford and Chevrolet inventories have been
increased since November 2012. The company website now provides one of the largest resources online to find
pickup truck transmissions at reduced pricing. The news announcement for phase one of these upgrades can be
found at http://www.seattlepi.com/business/press-releases/article/Chevy-Four-Speed-Transmissions-NowDiscounted-for-4147902.php.
About Rebuilt Transmissions for Sale
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The Rebuilt Transmissions for Sale company relaunched its website in 2012 and has made more inventory
improvements to help customers. One of the unique business models that this company provides is direct sales
to the public. Vehicle owners and those that represent automotive businesses can access the company inventory
and place orders online or offline. The Rebuilt Transmissions for Sale company has innovated its inventory by
offering discounted pricing and same day shipments for all orders. This company now provides one of the
largest resources that can be found online for automatic and manual automotive transmissions.
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Contact Information
Kevin Williams
Rebuilt Transmissions for Sale
http://www.rebuilttransmissionsforsale.com
(877) 630-3874
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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